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1 ,Introduction
(1) What Bridge For Peace stands for

In 2000 when I was a university student,
I came face to face with the suffering
experienced by war victims during my first
ever trip to the Philippines. "I never wanted to
see another Japanese again. Why did you have
to come here?" were the words the woman
cried out at us seven university students, her 	 My first visit to tee Ptsppes in the year

body trembling and tears streaming down 
2000

her face. Her husband was taken away by the Japanese army on spy charges in
1943, the year after they got married. He never came home.

Unfortunately in today's Japan, even during lessons intended for teaching
history and about peace, students are rarely taught about how their own
country acted as the oppressor. Although us students had done our preliminary
studies before visiting the Philippines, we were not fully capable of really
understanding the acts the Japanese committed during the war. So to suddenly
have this woman who was a victim stand in front of me made me lost for words,
and all I could do was brush away my own tears streaming from my eyes.

Even so, during those 3 weeks spent meeting so many war victims, thanks to
honorary professor Tsuyosbi Amamiya of Aoyama Gakuin University who had
organized this study tour in order for us to "understand the scars left by war", I
feel that we were slowly able to understand the reality of this matter.

This tour would soon become an invaluable asset to me for the rest of my
life. Inspired by my experience, four years later I set up an organization called
Bridge For Peace (BFP).

After I had completed my tour of the Philippines, I graduated from university
and went onto work in a corporate company. But those 3 weeks spent in the
Philippines still lingered in a deep part of my heart, although I did not have any
good solutions at the time.

It was around this time when Syujun Asada, a monk from Gokurakuji temple
in Ojiya City, Niigata Prefecture, told me of
a former Japanese soldier who passed away
repenting for the acts he committed during
the war. I could not sit around any longer. I
knew I had to do something, as a member of the
post-war generation, to reconnect with the old
wounds and deep sorrow of those affected by
the war.

My instincts led to an idea of sending a
video message from old Japanese soldiers to
the Philippines, still carrying a heavy burden
unable to be released. So in 2004, I set up



Bridge For Peace , a video
message project to carry
the voices of the ex-
Japanese soldiers to war
victims in the Philippines,
and worked hard into it.

:1!e Video screening in
a Philippines and

iapm

But once as I started, I
realised that a surprisingly	 --
number of Filipino people	 t	 IL--
had already accepted W 1G4'
the sentiments of the old

ft
Japanese soldiers. Slowly,
I started finding people who offered their assistance in the project.

Although in the beginning a one-person project, I started to receive contacts
from people who heard about the screenings in the Phillipines and wanted a
screening in Japan as well.Gradually I met with similar aged supporters, and
found opportunities to screen the videos at universities and other venues.
Seven years have passed since then, and BFP was officially accredited as an
incorporated non profit organization in 2010. We have now grown into an
organization with over 100 Japanese members who empathized with our
mission, and about 50 supporters.

(2) Why we decided to make this booklet about southern Luzon Island

BFP made its first official visit to the Phililpines in Ocotober 2005. Relying
on personal connections formed during my university study tour in 2000, we
set ourselves on showing the local people our video message which we had just
completed.

One person who my university upperclassman introduced us to, Chito
Generoso, gave us a connection with the Batangas district in south of Luzon.
Chito himself, a postwar generation, was born in 1959. He understood that the
pain created during the Japanese invasion was still deeply felt today in the
hearts of many Filipinos, and that the people had to start acknowledging their
own history. He has been organising a memorial service in Bauan, Batangas
Province since February 2005, 60 years after the wars end.

Chitos grandfather, Jose Generoso, died in the massacre of Bauan, Batangas.
Chito was born and grew up in the capital city Manila and would visit Batangas
in the Christmas time. His parents were from this region, and he would listen
to stories of the war told by his relatives in wonder. Eventually he decided
that it was time for Filipinos to face up to what they went through, and started
organising a memorial service.

Below is an excerpt from the memorial charter written by Chito and his cousin
B F P 005



Patricia. (See Chapter 2 for the full witness account of the Bauan blasting)

As a child, I remember that at almost every family gathering, stories about WW

II were told and retold. As though their tragedies happened only yesterday, they tell

their stories with passion about their dear ones and those who perished on that day

of carnage. Lolo Jose Generoso was one of the hundreds who were killed during the

"Blasting" by Japanese Soldiers on 28 February 1945.

('snip)

Toda y, the burial site has practicably been encroached by the partitioning of

surrounding areas that used to be a roadside. Private lot owners may have unknowingly

disturbed sacred grounds of the hundreds, perhaps thousands, of casualties of that

tragic day. Sadly, one will notice too that on the day of remembering the dead,

November 1, (lie number of candles being lighted at the site got fewer. Are the next

generations forgetting?

We learned through our meeting with Chito that the Filipino people hardly
had a chance to face their past. We also heard statements about the young
generation who did not have much interest in the issue, and concerns for the
Filipino people forgetting their own history.

These were sentiments that hit very close to home, from my own experiences
of becoming painfully aware and ashamed of how little the young Japanese
postwar generation knew of the past, which was the catalyst for the setup
of BFP. Realizing that the same situation was going on in the Philippines, we
decided to create a bilingual booklet to help create a sort of common awareness
between the two countries.

As we developed our relationship with the peope of Batangas through the
video messages, we were able to meet Alex Macalit, a surviving family member
of the victims of the massacre by the well. Alex told us that despite the bodies
still laying at the bottom of the well, there was not even any gravepost to mark
this. When all those who remember this incident are gone, then the people lying
at the bottom of the well may be forgotten about. The site is now covered in
grass and trees and would be easily missed by passersby who don't know about
its significance.

In February 2009, when we were guided to this well, we knew we had to
carry on this story one way or another. This booklet is one of the methods we
decided to take as a record of the happenings.

We 	 intervied more than 130 
(3) What goes through thesoldiers

-	 .- -	 hearts and minds of the
old Japanese soldiers nowadays

After discovering what had
happened in south Luzon, I wanted

'	 to find out directly from the ex-
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soldiers who were deployed to this area, about how
they were now living in their old age. I found out
the regiment name, and went to the National Diet
Library and searched for the regiment records.

In the summer of 2008, I sent out almost 400
letters to addresses recorded on the regiment
listing, but because the addressing system had
changed since those days, about half of them were
returned. Not surprisingly, many of the people
had already passed away, and some of the families
contacted us to inform that their husband or father
had died several years ago. wcS tH'O 11) 0005 c conversation

On the other hand, there were several silent at first, 001 we were able to bond

phone calls made to my home phone number, which 
together

I had put down in the letter. Eventually, I started
receiving contacts from a small number of people in their late eighties who gave
their consent to being interviewed.

I immediately made preparations to visit these people up in the north eastern
region of Japan. Some of the ex-soldiers ended up changing their minds at the
last minute and could not talk of their story, but in the end I was still able to
meet with several interviewees.
"Looking back now, I was like a demon"
"The division commander commanded These people are all guerrillas so we
must capture them. Kill anybody suspicious."
"Before the Americans arrived we were getting along peacefully with the
Filipinos. Then it became an situation of kill or be killed."
"Being in the army put you through things that lose your humanity little by
little."

Most of the people who contacted me never touched upon the details of what
they themselves did personally. One man who told me over the phone that he
was ready to tell everything could not bring himself to do it upon meeting me
in person. "I cannot talk of the things I did with my own hands"he said, with a
painful expression in his face and unable to look me in the eyes.

One ex-Japanese soldier told me he could not speak of that time without
alcohol in his system. "I never talked of the war to anybody - even to my wife or
family. I cant bring myself to speak of what I did." was all he said before falling
silent. I still remember the look on his face when he muttered as I was leaving;
"Do I deserve to be alive?"

Another man said, "If I was in their shoes I could never forgive. If my family
and children were to suffer what we did, there is no way I could forgive."He then
spoke words of apologetic sentiments. There were some ex-soldiers stationed in
this region who worried that his face might still be remembered by some of the
local people, and would not give us permission to use his interview footage in
the screening.

8 F P 007



Meeting and speaking with these ex-Japanese soldiers now in their late
eighties and nineties and listening to their stories, I could sense that they
had been carrying the guilt for what they had done so many decades ago, and
seorelty repenting in their own hearts all this time.

One ex-Japanese soldier confessed, "I burgled, I raped, I murdered and I set
fire. I always carry a sense of guilt towards the Philippines. I am extremely
sorry for what I did. I've attended memorial services for my fallen comrades but
I didn't know of any ways to make an apology to the people of the Phillippines,
nor have I made any yet. Even if I was under military orders to kill, I still feel
shame that I was the one who carried out the action. This has been a huge
burden on my soul."

Many of the ex-Japanese soldiers we spoke with were young men in low
ranks at the time, receiving orders from above. The commander who ordered
the massacres in south Luzon, the staff and operations officers and other
high ranking officials who had given orders were put to trial and executed
immediately after the war, or had already passed away.

(4) How the Japanese postwar generation can get involved

Since my first visit to the Philippines in 2000, I have continued to ask myself
what I, as a member of the postwar generation in Japan, can do. This search
which began with the video message project has brought me to the conclusion
that our postwar generation must face the facts of what their own country did,
and inherit this legacy. The Japanese government has made some forms of
compensatory action since then, but the scale of what was committed cannot
justify such small pittance. It was a war, yes, but what the Japanese Imperial
Army did can never be accounted for no matter how many apologies are made
or how much compensation dished out.

To accept, apologize and compensate for the war crimes should have been
the bare minimum of Japan's responsibility. But what was made instead was a
deal based on the two governments' political and economical interests, which
ignored the actual victims or surviving families. The voices of the survivors
who still cry out today can be delivered to the Japanese government, but
unfortunately there are no organization which can deal with the issue on behalf
of the government.

BFP cannot take the country's responsibility for the victims. But what we can
do -or rather, what we MUST do- is to continue striving for peace by bridging
the gap between the two countries, understand each other and work to never
make the same mistake again.

I would not say that I myself understood the pain and suffering of the war
victims before my first trip to the Philippines as a university student. I felt
ashamed about this, and thought this would be outrageous from the victims'
standing point.

If the Japanese government wasn't going to teach the actual facts of the
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damage caused in the past, then it was up to the post-war generation to create
an environment where what our predecessors did would be common general
knowledge.

The first step is to understand everything as it had happened. In this year of
2012, it should be up to us, the last generation who can listen to these stories
firsthand, to hear the stories of the survivors with an open heart, learn from
the past and build a new future. We hope that this booklet will give some
assistance in meeting this momentous goal.

Naoko Jzn, Directing Founder of "Bridge For Peace
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2, What happened in South Luzon?
—Dates surrounding the Philippines Invasion

December 8th, 1941 .......................................... The Asia-Pacific War breaks out
January 2nd, 1942 ..................... The Japanese Imperial Army invades Manila
May 7th, 1942................................................US Forces surrender on Corregidor
October 20th, 1944 .............................. Japanese and US Forces land on Leyte

(Battle of Leyte Gull)
January 9th, 1945 ..............................US Forces land on Lingayen Gulf, Luzon
February 2nd, 1945....................................... Battle of Manila(ending March 3)
August 15th, 1945 .................. Japan accepts unconditional surrender terms

—Background of the Massacre
During the time of the Japanese invasion, the south regions of Luzon island

was mainly defended by the 17th regiment infantry dispatched from the
Tohoku (north-eastern) region.

The 17th regiment was initially meant to move onto where the worsening
battle situation resulted in a large number of causalities. However because
they arrived earlier than the other regiments dispatched before them and were
not in any damaged condition, they were instead sent to south Luzon where a
deadly battle was expected.

Japanese records state that because guerrilla activity in south Luzon was
frequent, "of the 17th regiment feared his men would commit suicide before the
battle with the Americans would even begin".

The brutal attacks and subjugation of the guerrillas continued to feed the
hatred on both sides - the anger and hatred from the Japanese soldiers who
lost their comrades increased, to the point of turning their hatred towards
civilians as well.

It was in such an atmosphere that on January 25, 1945, an order was sent
out by Colonel Fujishige that "any local individual aiding the guerrilla will
be acknowledged as a guerrilla himself and will be suppressed". This led to
the punitive expedition of the areas guerrilla fighters prior to the American
soldiers landing on Luzon island.

Yoshiro Fujita, who was the security commander under Captain Fujishige,
recounts this event in his bock "This One Battle", a recollection of the naval
"Teishin-Kichi'(volunteer corps base) 14th battalion as below:

"I heard that Colonel Fujishige ordered to carry out a massacre so large that
it would be spoken of by future generations. When future historians unravel
the facts of these events, I want this massacre to be so great that they will get
goose bumps. is how he ordered. I still remember very clearly today."

This was how hundreds of civilians were massacred under the guise of
guerrilla suppression.
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This booklet will focus on these three particular incidents happened in

southern Luzon.

February 12, 1945
(Calamba City, Laguna Province, Barangay Sampiruhan)

70 women, children and elderly people were stabbed with bayonets

and burned while the men were out fishing

© February 18, 1945 (Lipa, Batangas Province Barangay Pangao)

An early morning incident which about 70 male villagers were stabbed

with bayonets and thrown into two wells

(j February 28, 1945 (Bauan, Batangas Province)

328 lives were taken after men from the area had been

rounded up into a building set up with picric acid explosives.

3

D 1945 2 12 H (7>1f	 •5'-:1j-f

^9 ,kn, 70	 IJljtL
It-

1) 1945 1T-2  18 H (J>-')'H)J\li
'	 2	 i2LC
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Family memver of war victim, Remedios Valinton

Yokako Joovi, giving a speech of ifFY at a
university

iai-	 I?-t$A.

I'

BFP carried out two listening tours between October 31 to November

13 in 2010 and February 16 to 23rd of 2011. Here are some of what the

participants had to say afterward.

We traveled to Lipa where 12,000 civilians were killed daring the war,

their neighboring cities Bauan and Calamba and saw the well and church
where the massacres took place, and listened to the stories of survivors

and families of victims. Standing in those places felt as if as though the

voices of the victims could be heard from the church ceilings or carried

by the wind from the river under the bridge, and it broke my heart. Yes,

the Japanese soldiers were in a desperate situation, but why did they

have to commit such atrocious deeds? And for what? . . Those thoughts
kept haunting my mind.

Yu.miko Saito (February, 2011)

I already knew something about the gruesome killings of civilians by the

Japanese, who were haunted with suspicions against them being "guerrillas"

or "spies". Still confirming the facts was shocking for me. On the other hands,

through meeting the survivors and bereaved families, their sense of humor

and beautiful smiles that was born naturally supported by strong love of their

family members was so warm and made me feel deep sympathy and respect to
them all as wonderful human beings. The horrible assaults did happen, but yet

a strong bond could be formed if Japanese people, who never forget the facts,

try to face the victims. I want to convey this to those Japanese veterans, who

still suffer from strong sense of guilt for what they did.

Yukako Ibuki (February, 2011)
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The Catholic church where
ilia men were rounded up into
before the massacre

C20

February 12, 1945
(Calamba City, Laguna Province, Barangay Sampiruhan)
70 women, children and elderly people were
stabbed with bayonets and
burned while the men were out fishing

From October 31th to November 13th of 2010, the BFP members

followed the trail of tragedy through south Luzon guided by two books

written by Jintaro Ishida, "Walang Hiya" and "The Remains of War
Apology and Forgiveness".

We decided to head towards Calamba, where Mr. Ishida writes of in his

book, as the hometown of José Rizal, the country's national hero, also the

place where 2000 men were massacred in February 12, 1945 and where

a memorial monument now stands.

Staffs from the Tourism Office of Calamba guided us to Sampiruhan

where the memorial stands, so we could see the place described in Mr.
Ishida's book.

In the middle of the village there was a cylindrical memorial where the
bodies of the victims lie in.

Inscribed on it in Tagalog were the words: "Seventy people - innocent

children and adults, pregnant women and infants cradled in their

mothers arms were pierced with bayonets and burnt to death by the
cruel Japanese army"

When we arrived in the two cars led by the tourism office staff, the

residents of Samptruhan came out to greet us. There, four people who were

there during the massacre, Miguel, Buenaventura, Maria, and her son

]Jominador who was 1 year old at the time kindly agreed to an interview.

There we started our interview, surrounded by the people of Earangay.
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We were rounded up into a house and stabbed with bayonets,

That day, my father took me and my sister to Lake Laguna, My father was

a fisherman, and we had gone to harvest shrimp. My sister and I returned

to the village before our father, and the other villagers told us that the

Japanese were taking away the all the grown men from the village.

Our father came home just then, and my sister shouted to him "Dad, go

back to the lake! The Japanese are looking for grown so run back to the

lake and hide." Our father immediately went back to the lake and we hid

in the house with our mother, all of us huddled inside. I was very scared

but I knew it was all in Gods hands. But when the Japanese came with

their rifles, all of us five siblings and my mother were quickly found. We

were taken to a large house with the other villagers and were made to lay

on the ground by Japanese soldiers with bayonets. Some of the people

had their hands tied up.

Inside the room, one Japanese soldier kept watch by the window. People

were called up and individually taken to another house, and presumably

killed there. There were three Japanese soldiers all together. I remember

there were few more in another location.
Finally the Japanese soldiers came to us yelling "Kora" in a threatening

way, and moved us to another house. We had our wrist tied with ropes

and when our turn came, they stabbed us all, even us younger children

with their bayonets.
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I lost my mother and 4 siblings in one day. I cannot forget the stab
wound on my mothers throat.

My mother was stabbed in her throat and let out a moaning sound.

When my brother, who was beside me was stabbed, the bayonet pierced

through his body and went through my leg. I was also stabbed in the

upper side of my head I probably lost consciousness after that, and don't

remember any-thing more.

Later, I woke up because my back felt really hot. I looked around and the

house was on fire. The house where the massacre occurred was later set

on fire. I got up and ran away very quickly. I jumped out from a window

and ran towards the forest. There was a "shelter" where I hid on my own

and quietly thought about everything that has just happened.

Around noon, I felt hungry so I remember going home and telling my

father that I was hungry. But because I was covered in blood, he first took

me outside and washed me clean.

I lost my mother and 4 siblings(2 sisters 2 brothers) all at once. I will

never forget the stab wound on my mothers throat which I saw. My

3 other siblings who were not taken by the Japanese, my father who

escaped to the lake and I were the ones who survived.

When I think of the past, tears come to my eyes

Since the war ended, I have never had a real job. All our cattle and

livestock were stolen by the Japanese. My father died from illness in

1984 aged, 84. I have 7 children. I have 2 grand children and we all live
here on this land peacefully.

I am happy now but when I think of the past, tears come to my eyes.



War victim showing his scars

Second interview in 2011
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The place of the massacre was a sea of blood.
Although I was only 4 years old, I clearly remember.

That day, many of the men in the village had gone out fishing. That was

when the Japanese came so a warning was quickly sent out to the men

to not to come back as they would be killed. As a result, there were only

women, children and the elderly who were left in the village.

All the grown men of the village had fled to the mountains and my

father was apparently with them. That's how he survived.

We thought that only grown men were targeted but the Japanese

soldiers came banging door to door and rounded up everybody including

children and elderly. I was also taken with my mother and younger

brother to a large 2 storied house.
The people were made to he face down on the floor mat and were stabbed

by bayonet. I could not believe it when my mother who was lying next to me

was stabbed. I was also stabbed in the side of my body. On my other side was

pregnant woman who was also stabbed. There was a sea of blood.
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The Japanese soldiers realized my mother was still alive and came back

to stab in her back. The bayonet pierced 1 centimeter away from her
heart, but luckily she survived.

I would like all people to learn from the mistakes of the war and live in peace.

What happened that day could not have been helped because of the war.

It is in the past now. I would like all people to learn from the mistakes of

the war and live in peace. I was angry at the Japanese at the time, but

now I have no anger left.

I am now a fisherman. After the war, I went around selling vegetables

sometimes to earn a living. Now I have 2 sons 5 daughters and 16 grand
children.
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I jumped into the river with my child and somehow survived.

That day, on February 12, 1945, I was 18 years old and my son was

16month old.

The villagers were taken to a large house of the village very early in the

morning by the Japanese soldiers. Around 10 o'clock, 2 Japanese soldiers

entered. I remember they had a red thick belt around their stomach

and carried bayonets. We were then taken to another house where the
massacre began.

Because we were at the end of the line, we avoided getting stabbed. I

took a chance and ran with my child, and jumped into a deep river called

tunkan. There were masses of hyacinths tall enough for us to hide from

the Japanese soldiers. I held on to wooden board and saved ourselves
somehow.

The house where the people were killed was later set a fire by the

Japanese soldiers.

At the time, I was terrified. Now I am blessed with 30 grandchildren.

At the time, I was terrified but the terror quickly went away. There is

nothing you can do about the past. But sometimes I think back to what

happened. I had 12 children but now only 4 are still living. I have 30
grand children.

During the war, I used to go to the city(town) to sell vegetables. After

the war, I went around selling fish. We are still poor, so any assistance is

appreciated.

The place c,cere c'e ceocce hocse .,,es ccaed
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He is pointing at the river where they used to hide
neamoy
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In the past, this was a small village with no electricity. I am told there

were not as many houses as there are now. The fact that such a massacre

occurred in a village like this, should be remembered by the post-war

generation. We were made victims of the war, but I do not have any anger

inside. I used to be scared of the Japanese people but not anymore. I

accept that it was because of the war.

For those young people who didn't experience the war, I wish for them

to hear experiences from those who did, and to acknowledge that people

of their community were victims of the war.
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Remarks of a BFP member - Tatsunori Shinozuka
The thing that stays in my heart the strongest from the time we

interviewed the 4 people is the expressions on the faces of the old men

and women.

Sampiruhan is where 70 people were massacred. An elderly woman

approached us as we were setting flowers on the memorial. When the city

tourism office staff explained to her about the purpose of our visit, she

volunteered to tell us her own stories of the war. The woman called for

three other people who experienced the war, and as a result I sat down

with four people to interview at once.

As soon as the interview started, the old men and women immediately

began speaking to us as if their emotions they had kept bottled up were

suddenly bursting out. Through tears, they told us how they watched

their mother be killed lying right next to them. How they themselves

were pierced with a bayonet too. They told stories of families killed, and

described to us the horrific treatments they endured. With hand and

body gestures, they tried furiously to capture the situations they were in.

Retaining eye contact with them was almost unbearable for me. I wanted

to avert my eyes. I was fearful of whether or not I had the capacity to face

these people upfront."I am so sorry that I never knew about you" was all

I could think inside my head.

What can I do...? That was the moment when I felt completely lost.

After the interview, I lay on my hotel bed and thought. No matter how

tough and uncomfortable it is to listen to these stories, these were actual

stories experienced by these men and women. I cannot save these people

or bring them comfort RIGHT NOW. All I can do is to just simply listen to

their stories. It is to face up to history from the front.

Tatsunori Shinozuka November, 2010
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Video message r
Lipa City Office building in the
year 2008

2008	 t))tJrt-Q)
BFP

The path leading to the well

036 B F P

february 18 1945
' (Lipa, Batangas Province Barangay Pangao)

An early morning incident which
about 70 male villagers were stabbed
with bayonets and thrown into two wells.

We first went to Batangas in February 2008. Chito, the man above
mentioned invited us to participate in a memorial service. Later in
October, members of BFP revisited for followup interviews with the
victims we met at the service. We were also able to screen our BFP video
message at the Lipa City Office building, thanks to Alice Botardo, a friend
of Cbito and lecturer at De La Sale University in Lipa. Approximately 100
students and 20 war survivors attended.

Alex Maralit was one of the attendants.
Alex told us how his own father was also killed in the "well massacre."

We kept in touch through e-mails and letters. In February of 2009, on
our third visit to Lipa city, Alex guided us to the well where the massacre
actually took place.

We were unable to hold back our tears as we stood in front of the well
where the bodies still lay. About 70 people were killed and thrown into
these two wells. We spoke with three people about this horrific massacre;
Angel, who owns the well, Loreto who pulled out and rescued 4 people out
of the well immediately after the incident, and Alex, whose father was
killed on this day.
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The Japanese soldiers did not kill people at first,
but they eventually became very cruel.

Before the situation became very bad, I had some friends who were

Japanese soldiers and our relationship was not so bad. The Japanese

soldiers did not kill people at first, just took our rice, pigs and chickens.

But when the Japanese military started losing to the Americans, that

was when the massacre started. From then on, I was always hiding out of

fear. Because if the Japanese soldiers found me, they would have cut my

head off. The Japanese soldiers had became very cruel. They were killing

so many Filipinos. So I was determined not to be found.
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On that day, about 70 people were killed in the wells.

On that day, February 18, 1945, the Japanese came to our village. I

quickly climbed up a tree with my family and hid. The Japanese captured

Filipino people and were stabbing them beside the well near our house

and pushed them into the hole. Then the Japanese started to throw in

sewing machines, motors, coconuts grater etc. The well was for our daily
life.

I was hiding at the time, so I did not see what was going on but the

other people saw. I heard what happened after the massacre.

Somebody told me that they saw my father in law being pushed into

the well from afar. My father in law had three sons pushed into the well.

And he did not leave the spot so the Japanese pushed him in too.

In the end, about 30 people were thrown into the well near our house.

But in another well, more people were killed. So in total there were about

70 causalities but there was never a list of the people who died so the

exact numbers are unknown.

The bodies are still down inside the well.

Mr, Loreto Silva rescued 4 people out of these wells with a rope. My

father in law was also saved by him. One of his sons had also survived.

They must have survived by hiding inside the holes at the wall of the well

and avoided the machines being dropped above them.

Of course the well was unusable after that. And 25 years ago, when we

built this house, we put a concrete lid to prevent people from falling in.

The bodies are still at the bottom of the well.

The well incident was a horrible thing.

Now I don't feel any anger toward the Japanese. I even had a Japanese

friend after the war. Looking back still, the well incident was horrible

thing but Japanese people today are nice to us Filipinos. After the war,

I continued farming just like before. I planted corn and rice. I have 5

children and now live quietly with my family.
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Interviewing BFP member, Kotaro
tabashi and Tatsunori Shirrozuka

Son of the victim, Alex join the
conversation

F :43

When tide of war turned against the Japanese,

In 1941, the Japanese occupation forces came here. For the first
several years, they treated the Filipinos well. Japanese were good human
beings and Filipinos were getting along well with the Japanese. I even
spoke to them. I tried to converse with Japanese soldiers and they shook
our hands.

I worked at the Airbase barber here in Lipa until the Americans came.
A number of Filipinos were asked to work there at that time. But when
the tide of war turned against the Japanese then the atrocities started.
Actually the atrocities happened in February and March of 1945.
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When the Japanese came here at around 5 or 6 in the morning, my

father woke me up because the Japanese were already corning and the

people were running away from them. I saw about 50 Japanese soldiers,

but I was able to escape from them without being discovered.

I couldn't see what was happening because I escaped about 10 electric

posts away and climbed on a tree. There was no way of communication

at that time so I actually didn't know what was going on. I just thought of

what was happening but I didn't know exactly what was going on.

But I remember that after the Japanese finished killing, they gathered

at one place and left saying something. After the massacre, as soon as

the Japanese had left, I went back home.

At first I didn't know what had happened, but I heard voices from

the well. Some people were crying out 'Help, Help!" The survivors were

screaming from the well.

What the Japanese did was they gathered men folks and killed them.

Whether they were guerillas or not.

When I went to the well, there was a man holding several ropes used to

tie the horses tied together. He said "If there are still survivors in there, I

want to help them".

I asked myself for a moment, 'Will I be able to help them?' But I

immediatelyjoined the rescue of the survivors out from the well.

So I told that person to keep guard and to shout if the Japanese came

back.
Then I tied a plank of wood to the rope so that the survivor could ride

on that thing. If the rope snapped I would have died, and if the soldiers

came back, I no doubt would be killed.

But because the other surviving people had fled to other towns, there

were nobody else to rescue the survivors in the well. So we hung down

the rope and pulled out the men each weighing 60 to 70 kilograms. At

that time, I was 25 years old and strong enough to pull up 4 men from

the 2 wells. One person from the well next to Angel's house, and 3 from

the other well.

Victims of this massacre were only men, so there were lot of widows

afterwards.
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He is demonstrating how he
scued survivors from the well
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Less than 2 weeks after the Japanese had left the town, heavy-

armored Americans soldiers came. When the Americans came, they

occupied their former base, and I became a barber for the Americans at

the base. The Americans handed me their clothes to have them washed

by women, so I started a laundry business, too. I also did farming to earn

some money. We had to survive somehow. I got married in 1954.

My parents and sister were unhurt but I felt so bad when I saw the

massacre and some of my relatives, friends and classmates were also

killed. Filipinos were so mad at the Japanese. Japanese were so cruel.

I cannot help being emotional whenever I remember the incident even

now. I was shocked to know that my classmates were among the victims

and felt sorry for my classmates since I couldn't do anything for them.

After the incident, seeing the well was extremely stressful for me. The

smell of the corpses was horrible so we could not pull out the bodies. Now
its sealed with concrete.

Out of the 4 people we rescued, the last one passed away in the 1970's.

I have lived longer than those who I rescued. I believe the reason I am

still alive is that I had saved 4 peoples lives. Maybe its God will to make
my life longer.

My wife died about 7 to 8 years ago. I now live with my daughter and 3
grandchildren. Peace is the best.

e burst into tears while giving
5 testimony
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We escaped Lipa to Pangao because we felt the dangers of the Japanese.

I remember that the Japanese were trying to be friends with the

Filipinos at the beginning. But they were also cruel at the same time. I

have actually seen some Japanese soldiers put water hose in the mouth if

the person was suspected as a guerrilla. They then put lots of water and

the persons stomach got bloated. It was demonstrated at the plaza right

herein front of the people so that the people can see.
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There was a sentry box where a Japanese soldier was standing with a

rifle and we had to stop and bow whenever we passed there. If we did not

bow properly, we even got slapped in the face. I can remember that.

When the situation deteriorated for the Japanese, more atrocities

started. When the supply line from Japan got short and eventually cut

off, I saw Japanese soldiers all over the places.

We were living in Lipa city but we started feeling dangerous. We

thought more killings might happen. There were no telephones, cell

phones at the time and communication went only by word of mouth, like

whispers. I was able to feel the danger because our parents were talking

about it, and could feel it in the air.

So then we started asking where do we go? And I think we were

invited by the husband of my aunt who was from the barangay Pangao

which is 8 kilometers away from Lipa. We escaped Lipa and were

accommodated in a house in barangay. A number of other families had

also evacuated from the city of Lipa.

i.

The massacre occured a short while after we fled to Pangao. I cannot

remember whether it was a week or 2,3 days.

It was early in the morning when the massacre started. It was still

dark. We were sleeping but awaken by the sound. When I woke up, 2 or

3 soldiers with fixed bayonets were already in our house. We were so
surprised.

They took my father, Amado Reyes Maralit, from the house at bayonet

point. My mother was crying, and my little sister, who was very close to

him, came and held his legs, but the Japanese took him out of the house. I

still remember that scene clearly.

Japanese soldiers were saying something in Japanese which I couldn't
understand.

My dad and two of my uncles were taken from the house. It happened

so quickly. They had to do it quick otherwise people would notice and flee.

I was nine years old, but I was thin and small so I was not included in

the group that Japanese selected to kill. But one of my cousins, who was

in another house, was selected in the group because he was a big boy. My

sister was 4 years old and my brother was 2 years old at that time.

The Japanese soldiers led men to the wells. But I didn't actually see them;

I only saw my father's back when he was taken away.
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What dppenec t t2

I later learned that the Japanese tied the men in beads and then

bayoneted them several times before they pushed them into the well. The

well was more than 20 meters deep so the soldiers must have thought

that it was very useful.

After all the men were pushed into the well, the Japanese grabbed

some sewing machines, motors, rocks or whatever they thought were

heavy, and dropped them into the well. So that you know, whoever might

have survived the stabbing, were all killed by those objects falling on

them. That's what happened.

My father was dropped in the well along with about 70 other men.

:	 21 1 savec me  f::evells.

When the Japanese left, people were so afraid they might come back

any time. But one courageous man, named Mr. Loreto Silva came out of

hiding and saved 4 surviving men from the well. They were about to die,

but he came forward. He was strong and had strategy and saved all four

of them.

Unfortunately my father was not one of them. They were friends, and

he knew my father. They got along very well but he didn't know my father

was there. According to one of the 4 people who were saved, my father

became dizzy, and when he talked to him, my father didn't say anything.

It seems like he had lost consciousness.

Mymot-ie:.	 fae:c might come back,

but he ueei ±d

Soon after the men were taken, and when we were sure that the

Japanese had gone away, we got together with other families in the

barangay to evacuate. We were afraid that the Japanese might come

back, so we had to leave quickly. We didn't know what had actually
happened.
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Wedding picture of Alex's parents
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Of coarse my mother seemed very sad, and all the other women too.

There were so many people, more than 50, who wanted to flee from

Pangao. We trekked all the way from Pangao to a coastal area of Batangas

where we hired a big wooden boat to take us to Mindoro Island where the

Americans were. It is quite a long distance and fear gripped us. We were

united but were all trembling in fear.
We were very careful when we went out to the sea, because if the

American patrol boats would see us at night, they might shoot us.

My mother was very worried about my father, especially when we

arrived at Mindoro. My sister was asking my mother where our father

was.
We were accommodated in a church convent. I don't remember how

long. When we heard that the Japanese had left Lipa, it was time for us to

go back. We were hungry, so the church provided us food.

After we returned to barangay Tambo in Lipa city where we had a

farm, my mother was always looking at the direction of barangay Pangao.

Perhaps she still believed that my father might come back, but he never

did. That's the whole story, a horrible story.

Later, my mother and some relatives started a little eatery where they

sold fried chicken. Some Americans came over and ate. That is how we

survived.

I can't i	 pi win

there is no way of escaping.

When the incident was still fresh in our minds, we were expecting my

father to come back, hoping that he might just appear. We never said that

he was actually dead, hoping that there will be a miracle. We think like "It

never happened" but at the same time, we think "No no. He is not coming

back."

I don't remember when I first went back to the well. We went there

long later after the incident.

When I became a teenager like 13, 15 years old, I started to imagine

how it was like. Maybe those men have seen what is going on before
them. Seeing people being bayoneted... and knowing you will be next. I

can't imagine how that person might have thought, how painful it would

be to see other people dying in front of you and knowing there is no way

of escaping. They could not escape because they were tied together. It

must have been difficult for them to accept the reality as they stood in

front of a blood-covered well. That is what I more or less imagine.
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book of Japanese author Jintaro Ishida
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I started drawing after reading a book by Jintaro Ishida in 2004 or

2005. In his book, there were descriptions on what I actually heard, saw

and experienced. Having read that, I became able to picture what had

happened on that dreadful day and started drawing the incident.

I can't stop the pains ot these memories every time I look at the well.

On Novemberist, All Saints Day, members of our family go to the well

to light a candle. Other people who lost their loved ones are also there.

Every time when I leave the place, I feel so angry. I cannot help feeling

so bad about it, when I think of the agony of my father and of the other

people facing death.

But now when I go to that well, and I finish praying 1100k at my watch,

it's a Seiko. I get on my car, it's a Honda. I turn on the car radio, it's a

Sony. I get home and open the door, what greets me is my Yamaha piano.

So we cannot escape the course of history.

That's how it is. But I can't stop the pains of these memories every

time I look at the well. War is ugly and tragic to many people. It's ugly on

both sides.
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Remarks of a BFP member — Kuniko Okubo
We visited Barangay Pangao in Lipa city. Here, more than 60 men were

stabbed then thrown into two deep wells. One of the wells now lies quietly

in a dense banana forest. With Mr.Maralit, whose father was also a

victim of the massacre, we laid flowers and candles on the concrete slate

covering the well. Thinking of the fear and agony of the villagers and the

feelings of Mr.Maralit for taking us Japanese to a place where his father

was killed by a Japanese, tears kept rolling from my eyes.

Kuniko Okubo(Nov.20 11)

BFP
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Kuniko Okubo with war survivor
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41' ebruary 28, 1945 (Bauan, Batangas Province)
328 lives were taken after men from the
area had been rounded up into a building
set up with picric acid explosives.

One of the reasons we decided to produce this booklet was the story

about the killings in Bauan. We discovered during our research that

what happened in this region was treated as taboo between the Japanese

soldiers. The region is kept in their minds as a place where such a

hideous happenings took place.

About 20 years ago, a monument was built for the victims in front of

the church site in Bauan. One Japanese soldier told us that since the

monument was erected, he was too afraid to visit Bauan anymore.

It is said that 40 to 50 men still managed to escape immediately after

that deadly explosion. Cornello is the only survivor now in 2011. We were

also able to talk to Remedios who also had vivid recollections of the day.
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When the Philippines was occupied by Japan, I was a blacksmith,

producing all kinds of tools like cutting grass, digging soils and others.

Before the blasting, I wasn't afraid of Japanese. I used to sell root crops to

the Japanese without fear. I saw plenty of Japanese in town.

On the day of the incident in 1945, Japanese soldiers called for a

meeting at the church just a few blocks from my house. So I joined the

meeting without any doubt. I and others had been told to attend the

meeting but there was no such meeting there. The Japanese soldiers

asked us to be in lines, in groups of 10.
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First interview

Then, we more than 400 people marched out of the church going down

stairs to Bautistas compound across from the street. There were many

Japanese but I don't remember how many.

When we reached the house, we were asked to go to the basement.

And we were packed like sardines. When the doors were locked, we were

overwhelmed by a sense of fear.

A few minutes later, we heard explosions from the ceiling. And the

ceiling suddenly collapsed. And then there was a second explosion. Then

entire house almost fell down on us. So many people died because of the

second explosion. Some of the people seemed to have tried to climb up

the wall but failed, so the dead bodies were hanging on the walls.

There were dead bodies everywhere. I tried to escape in desperate hope

so I did not look at the bodies so much but I saw some bodies hanging

from walls. Objects were falling from above and I got injured when trying

to dodge a large object.

So immediately I thought of a way to escape.

Many people were being shot near the church. Sc everybody fled. Some

of us who survived were running when many Japanese soldiers with

guns came our way. I just kept running and running and running.

We ran aimlessly and hid anywhere we could. We ran into a an air-

raid shelter and when the soldiers were gone, we came out and started

running again. There was a spiked fence on the way and I was covered in

scratches trying to climb over it. But I did not care. I just kept running.

My left side was covered in scratches.

I was able to take refuge in a convent of the priest because the door

was open. Then I went to next barrio called Aplaya near the sea. When I

reached there, it was the time that I felt the pain of the wire.
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I was so terrified that
I dent have any memories of what my family embers were doing.,

On the day of the incident, a man offered a fishing boat that could bring
us to an island, Mindoro, across Batangas.

So with other survivors more than 10 people, I reached to Mindoro,
where we were given comfortable place to stay. After a month or so when
my wounds were healed, I came back to my house. I don't remember what
happened to my wife and child because I was so panicked and afraid of
the Japanese at the time. After a month in Mindoro, we were reunited.

I	 mly surv'i of that

In god's mercy that I am the only survivor and other 400 sufferers
were all dead.

About 40 to 50 people survived from the incident, but since then some
have died from illnesses. At the request of the mayor, a gathering was
organized to find out how many residents had survived. I was the only
survivor to attend. Others had already died, so their families came instead.

Because I was the last survivor, people praised me and named me
"Golden Boy". On February 28, 2007, I received a trophy to commemorate
and certify my survival.

I have hearing disability from the exp1osic'::.

My feeling toward the Japanese now is Ok. I really felt like taking
revenge because of the anger. Because of the blasting, I became deaf.
What I most want is to receive my pension so I can spend the rest of my
life in peace.

My wife passed away in June 1997, so I am single now. Now my 4 sons
are taking care of me. I had 1 son in 1943 before the war ended, and had
3 children after the war. 2 of my sons are living abroad, in Amsterdam
and Canada. Eldest son is living next house, and the youngest son is
living with me and taking care of me now. So now I have 8 grand children.
I live with 2 of them and always telling stories about the war.

Oornelio received certificate to recognize that
ho is the only survivor
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Earlier days of Japanese occupation in around 1942, the Japanese

soldiers were marching around every day from house to house especially

in the evening. At that time, they were very good and kind so that we

were always prepared to give them some food, like bananas. We learned

Japanese language at Bauan Central Elementary school.

However, the situation had been changed and our family started

feeling the danger so that we, and 20 relatives went to the mountains to

evacuate. I don't remember exactly how long it was, but we were in the

mountains for a few months and then came back. During that time, my

brothers and sisters got water at the creek. We ate corn, camotes, beans,

or anything. It was a very hard life. We had a total of nine brothers and

sisters, and my father died of a disease in 1944.
066 B F P
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On the day of the massacre, soldiers were shouting, "all women, and

children to elementary school, all men overl8 up to church We have

meetings".
We, 9 brothers and sisters, except 2nd brother Marceligno and 5th brother

Manuel, went to Bauan Central Elementary school without any doubt.

When we went inside the school, we heard the sound of explosion from

the church. So we first ran out from the building and made it to the

playground. But there were many soldiers around the playground and

approximately 50 people who ran across the playground, were shot by

them. Almost 100 people were trying to escape, and we also tried to

sneak out from the back of the school and finally we made it. We ran until

we came to Saint Antonio where people sheltered us. Our brothers and

sisters were separated because we just ran, but all of us were not killed.

On the same day, our 5th brother Manuel was sick and left with

grandfather and uncle who had a physical disability. I heard from him

later that the Japanese came into their house and killed grandfather by

a bayonet. Luckily, Manuel and uncle survived. Manuel was under the

bed and the uncle was also biding. After the Japanese had left, 2 of them

were able to escape into a dugout.
My 2nd brother Marcelino was a teenager and was supposed to go with

us, but during that time he was wearing my father's pants so he looked

like an older man. So he was asked to go to the church and probably he

was killed at the Bautista's house.

On the next day when we came back to Bauan, there were no Japanese.

They left already after burning our houses and killing people. Most of the

buildings and houses were burned by the Japanese, only three houses

left. Almost whole Bauan was destroyed.

-	 .	 Bauar, Central Elementary
school
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The dead bodies were hanging and they were black already. We could

not recognize who they were. I was looking for my brother Marcelino

but I could not recognize anyone. Most of the canals were filled with the

dead bodies. They were the ones who had tried to flee and got shot by the

Japanese soldiers. I remembered that the Japanese were shooting people

who were trying to escape from the top of the church.

It was really sad. We did not know what to do. We were so emotional and

sometimes I didn't understand what we were doing. We did not know where

to go, our houses were burnt, there was nothing to eat. I had cousins, uncles

who survived the bombing, so they were the ones who helped us.

We don't know what really happened but we were saying Why? Why

did they do this to us'?" What kind of Japanese soldiers are they? Why

did they do this to Bauan?

After American came, our life had changed a little. I was employed at

Canteen for 2 years then on. I sold sandwiches and ice creams and daily

news papers to the Americans. I was able to help my family and I was

also able to go to high school after that.

My father used to work for U.S. Navy, so we were able to get American

pension which kept us survive.

It was good that we were able to go to school, and could get an

education. Education is very important. I graduated high school in

Batangas in 1949, and graduated from college in Manila in1953. I taught

at several high schools for 12 years from 1954 to 1966. And then taught

at Batangas College for 21 years from 1967 to 1988. I taught social

science, history, sociology, Filipino history especially about Bauan.

Students were very attentive and they showed interests and asked so

many questions.

edios and interviewer Tatsunori

Ma
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House of the Valirrtorrs

I try not to think about the war. I try to forget.

I try not to think about the war. I try to forget. Because it really is a

tragedy.

Recording testimonies is good, because young Japanese like you will

know what really happened in the Philippines. One of my nieces got

married to Japanese and he is very kind.

I now live with my 6th sister Beatrice.

On February 28, there is always a mass and we join because my brother

was killed also. The dead bodies were placed in the public cemetery.
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Inf ernewed a Wrie
Chito Generoso & Patricia Generoso
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Below are statements Chito anc his cousin Patricia collected from relatives and friends.
11TIS

"Blasting"

A Narrative based on the recollection of relatives and famil y friends who sun ive(I
the Blasting" or were residents of the Town of Bauaii (luring the Japanese
occupation from 1941 - 1945

B y Chito Ceneroso anti Patricia Generoso (cousins)

I thought that only a few surviving townsfolk remember the horror

associated with this word and the day it happened on 28 February 1945.

However, last June 4, 2005, Saturday, at the 1st death anniversary of

Aunt Ellen, Lolo Jose's youngest daughter, it dawned on me that many

still speak of that day and the war with so much emotion.

Al IRS,
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As a child, I remember that at almost every family gathering, stories

about WW II were told and retold. As though their tragedies happened

only yesterday, they tell their stories with passion about their dear ones

and those who perished on that day of carnage. Lolo Jose Generoso was

one of the hundreds who were killed during the "Blasting" by Japanese

Soldiers on 28 February 1945.
Those were days of fear and anxiety. By January of 1945, the threat

of "sona" (scorched earth), where retreating Japanese forces attempt

to deny their enemy any asset by burning houses and killing able bodied

civilians and livestock, seemed imminent. Some families, who could

afford to hire boats fled to nearby Mindoro Island and the town of Puerto

Galera.
Sympathetic Japanese businessmen, Ueno and Narahase, who

managed a cotton textile factory called Taiwan located at the back of the

Church, and were familiar with the local population even, warned their

Filipino friends. On February 22, 1945, Thursday they warned their

friend Dr. Benjamin Castillo to leave Bauan immediately. A battle-weary

contingent of Japanese soldiers will replace the group of Captain Gino

in Bauan. These soldiers had already committed mass slaughter in Lipa

City. Wino and Narahase even warned some of their Filipino friends not

to attend any meeting to be called by the Japanese and must leave Bauan

as soon as they themselves depart. That, Thursday afternoon, Narahase,

was even seen helping an old woman carry a heavy stack of belongings

going to Putok to hide in safety. He kept on telling the people he met to

"Hide, Hide!

Lolo Jose's younger brothers David Generoso and Maximo Generoso

Sr. and sister Anastacia and their families immediately rented boats to

leave Bauan. Lolo David brought his family to Puerto Princesa, Palawan.

I I	 Lola Tacia and Lolo Maximo and their families went to Mindoro with Dr

Benjamin that Saturday, February 26, 1945.

Lolo Jose being the Municipal treasurer, together with the civilian town

officials, opted to remain in Bauan with his family. On the fateful day

of February 28, 1945, an official announcement for all the men in the

town to assemble for an emergency meeting in the church was circulated

by the Japanese around 9:00 a.m.

While there were warnings that the Japanese were becoming

increasingly desperate and that they were to extract their vengeance on

civilians because of a guerilla ambush nearby, Lolo Jose, as a Municipal

town official, in all goodwill, refused to believe the rumors and instead

encouraged his peers to attend that dreadful day, just as in previous

occasions.
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Since the Japanese soldiers had surrounded the town and the urgent

call to attend the emergency meeting, there was a heavy turnout of

people. After the men and their sons were segregated in the church,

the men were ordered to march to the Severino and Nieves "Ka Ibis"

Bautista house, located at the side of the church going to Pansol. During

the transfer, some men sensing danger ran away towards the direction of

Aplaya. Others who were familiar with the alleyways hid in some empty

house in the area.

Most of the men who entered the house were gathered at the first

floor. Without any warning the doors were locked. Survivors recalled

they heard metal being pounded into the second floor and around the

house. When the hands of the clock tower of Bauan Church reached

12:04 noon bombs and dynamite, carefully hidden around the ceiling

were simultaneously detonated.

A few survived, perhaps when they were thrown out of the windows

but with their eardrums shattered as blood oozed out of their ears and

nose. Many more were wantonly shot or bayoneted in cold blood around

the market place as confusion gripped the town when the thundering

blast was heard originating from the church. But tales of infants being

thrown into the air and caught on the tips of bayonets fixed on rifles

induced a panic that sent streams of internally displaced out of this town.

Relatives and survivors, who returned to what became a ghost town

weeks after that fateful day, were greeted by the stench of rotting and

mangled body parts. They gathered the remains, loaded them into ox-

drawn carts and buried them at a common gravesite in the cemetery a

few distance from the ashes of a burned and bombed-out town.

Lolo Jose's remains were never identified and we continue to pray at

the common mass grave. This mass grave has become less significant to

the younger generations who seem not to understand the predisposition

of their peers and elders to violence, alcoholism, and rage, the trademark

and stereo-type characteristics of "Batanguenos".

Why Remember?

Today, the burial site has practically been encroached by the

partitioning of surrounding areas that used to be a roadside. Private

lot owners may have unknowingly disturbed sacred grounds of the

hundreds, perhaps thousands, of casualties of that tragic day. Sadly, one

will notice too that on the day of remembering the dead, November 1,

the number of candies being lighted at the site got fewer. Are the next
generations forgetting?
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As fears of a Japan slowly trying to play down the horrors of the

savagery and ruthlessness of its past, people of China and Korea

have raised strong protest against an early sign of attempts to forget

Japan's criminal past when some perceived that there were attempts

at downplaying these atrocities in her history education textbooks.

Recently, a Japanese reporter asked how we feel about the Japanese

Prime Minister visiting the Yasukuni Shrine where the leaders

responsible for WWII were enshrined. A Japanese friend whom I met at

a peacebuilding workshop just recently expressed surprise that Filipinos

are not as alarmed at this development. She suggested that perhaps

we, being predominantly Christians, easily forgive and forget. But for

relatives and others who silently still cry for healing and closure from

the wounds of that war, forgetting is simply not the option.

The woundedness and grief may have now been passed on to the next

generation because the survivors thought they can forget the memory of

their past without reconciling with it.

Perhaps the underlying reason for so much drunkenness and

alcoholism that prevails in this town is an offshoot of that February

28, 1945 tragedy. "Tambays" - out of job menfolks, who usually gather

drinking alcohol till morning may be a consequence of the woundedness

passed on to the succeeding generations. The Bauan municipal

government has a standing ban on any establishment serving beer

and alcohol which has been in place for more than a decade now. Yet,

alcoholism still prevails.

While many Filipino victims still cry of remunerative justice, we

must not forget that the Japanese people too have suffered from the

military misadventures of their leaders. We must not forget the nuclear

devastation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We must not forget the hundreds

of thousands of civilians who died from the intense bombardment by US

forces that burned the cities of Tokyo and Manila.

We all must make a conscious effort not to premise forgiveness,

reconciliation and healing on compensation and monetary rewards

because all of us fell victim to the schemes of a few who glorify war and

violence. To this day, many of us remain unforgiving of the past and

have turned against each other in this endless cycle of alternately being

victims and aggressors.

Q
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We have yet to learn to forgive, not forget, but to move on and to heal.

That perhaps by this symbolic effort, we as a nation can also learn to

reconcile with our violent historical past subjugated by tee colonial

powers. We must have the courage to forgive, not forget, the offenders

of atrocities done on us as a people, that we too can learn not to repeat

the same atrocities and savagery that some of the powerful may

subconsciously vent on dissenters, minorities and others who question

absolute authority. So too, we must learn to respect dissent and criticism,

not silencing them by waging war, assassinating those who oppose us,

and killing those who expose our lies. So too, that healing can now take

place as a nation, humble in acknowledging our frailties and willing to

make amends for what we may have done on our own countrymen in

hatred and anger.
Eventually we can learn to break the self-destructive cycle of hate

and vindictiveness. Instead, let us focus our energies on positively

transforming conflict and resolving them for the common good, both

victim and offender.
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Remarks of a BFP member — Toru Fukubayashi

We visited Cornelio and the Valinton sisters in their homes where they
seemed to be living happy lives. This did give me some comfort. In Bauan,
not many people may know about the massacre, but further searching
should uncover more witnesses. What I hope for is for these cruel,
horrific stories of war to be properly recorded and passed down to future
generations. Furthermore, I feel painfully aware that it is the Japanese
people who are the ones who must become more aware of these kinds of
history.

Toru Fukubayasbi(Feb.2011)
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3, Words from the BFP Interviewers
(1) Recording History to Prevent Future Mistakes

-Mayumi Fukutani (November, 2010)

65 years have passed since the war ended, and those who can talk of

the experiences and memories are all growing old. There was a great

desire in myself to interview and record the statements of as many

Filipino war survivors as possible, and that was how I came to apply for

this interview tour.

Before we left for the Philippines, we had worked out the areas to

interview after studying Jintaro Isbidas books "Walang Hiya" and "The

Remains of War: Apology and Forgiveness" and compiled information on

each affected areas, the locations of the memorials. Once in the regions,

we were fortunate to receive help from a vast number of people, from

the city tourism office, museums, churches and other places. Before

starting the interviews, all I could think about was whether or not the

people would accept us strangers and respond to our interview. What if

they hated us for being Japanese, what if they demanded that we take

responsibility? What would I do then? The day arrived but I still without

any clear answer.

My worries, however, turned out to be unneeded.

As soon as the people saw us, they called out to us and offered us seats.

The families as well as the interviewees warmly welcomed us as we

started going through the interviews.

What left me an impression during the interview was how several

interviewees imitated movements of the Japanese soldiers as they

pierced the people with their horizontally held bayonets. When one

person recounted the way a Japanese soldier shouted "Kora kora! (Hey,

hey!)", I almost felt a strange sensation, like the scene from 65 years ago

was being played in front of my eyes. All this served to make me firmly

understand that the massacre of the Japanese Imperial Army in the
Philippines really did occur. An indescribable sensation welled up inside

me.

Some people showed us the bayonet wounds on their body. The scars

on the back of their ear, thigh, stomach, and other parts of their bodies

are images I can never forget. We heard many other stories - about the

stench of blood at the massacre sites, how the rivers were stained red

from blood, about the grief and regret of not being able to save their

families and friends, about the hard standards of living while fleeing from
the Japanese army.

Even despite going through such terrible ordeals, when many of the
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people were asked "What do you feel when you look back at that time?",

their answers were "It was a war, it couldn't be helped" "I have no

thoughts or emotions for it" "Please forget about it too".

To hear these words and witness the kindness from the people who

undoubtedly still carry the pain both physically and emotionally was

soothing to us Japanese visitors. However, this also strengthened my

beliefs that it was not our position to let the kindness of the Filipinos or

the passing of time allow us to forget what had happened. Our purpose is

to find out and record the facts of history to pass onto future generations.

On the other hand, I did personally question myself whether it was

necessary to conjure up the past for these people again. This visit to the

Philippines was an opportunity for me to analyze many questions and

our own justifications for what we were doing. In the end, I came to a

conclusion.

Why do we need to record the past?

Because we don't want to make the same mistakes again.

The mistakes of the past cannot be altered or forgotten. But we can learn

from those mistakes by recording and carrying the legacies of the past.

"We will record the history of our past, so that we won't make the same

mistakes in the future", was the conclusion I achieved by the end of my

interview tour.

I sincerely wish that these records will continue on into the future, as

well as act as the first steps of bringing Japan and the Philippines closer

to each other.
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(2)The Scars of War Which Will Never Heal
Chitose Kato (November, 2010)

I currently reside in the Philippines and from time to time participate in the
BFP tours. During my last trip, there was something that I suddenly realised -
that in war there is no such thing as winners or losers. All that is left is a deep,
deep pain that never heals. Every time it is touched upon, raw memories, red
blood and tears flow out.

War is the worst kind of act to commit - it destroys the souls and bodies of
all creatures. This emotion, too difficult to express in words, you really have to
experience it first-hand to understand.

During this tour, I spoke with people who had been speared with bayonets,
who had witnessed a killing, who had experienced the terror of being the next
in line to be killed. The horrors I encountered during this tour was beyond my

imagination.
These are precious statements that we must never forget. But listening to

them 65 years after the events, I could almost feel the sickening sharp pains
as if my own blood was pouring out of myself. Instinctively I put my palms
together in prayer.

Each person we talked to had lived through different situations. Some fled to
the mountains with their families and survived. Some lost all their immediate
family members and were raised by their uncle and aunt. Some had already
let go of the past, putting it down as an unfortunate event of the war, and were
hopeful for a new friendship between the Philippines and Japan. War only
leaves its survivors deep wounds that never heal. I now understand this more
than ever.

Second persor from the left, Chitose Kato 	 chft
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(3) The Importance of Acknowledging and Preserving the Memory of the
Past Tatsunori Shinozuka (November, 2010)

I visited Batangas for the first time through this trip.
The temperature in Batangas is much lower than Manila. I was able to walk

around in Manila in short sleeves, but here it was much chillier that I needed
another layer on top or a long sleeved shirt.

On our first day in Batangas, I was all nerves, wondering if I was going to be
able to pull off the big task of interviewing war survivors - something I had
absolutely no experience in. As I expected, the days that went by were endured
physically somehow, but mentally it was becoming more than I could bear.
There were times when I started crying during the interview, or I would get
stuck for words from the intensity of the stories. I couldn't sleep for nights.
What I felt strongly after this tour was how important it is to pass down
memories and facts. Peoples memories will one day fade away. If their
memories disappear, nobody will know about these incidents. Currently there
lies an issue in the fact that young Filipinos are not aware of these stories of
the past, and there are no monuments where the massacre took place, so few
people from outside the community can learn about what happened. What we
can do is to never repeat this tragedy again. And that needs to start by facing
and acknowledging the past.
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4 Afterword
- Future Goals for "Bridge For Peace"

First and foremost, I would like to express my thanks from the bottom

of my heart to the people who have shared their stories with us.

Because of the large number of questions, we put them through a difficult

time bringing back old memories again and again - some spoke to us

through tears.
At the same time we must apologize to those people for bringing back

painful memories, we are deeply indebted to them for their decision to

speak to us. Three of the interviewees sadly passed away before they

could see the completion of this booklet. We are now more aware than

ever about our position as the last generation who can listen to their

stories firsthand.
At times we experienced frustrations because of the language barrier,

and not being able to ask all the questions we really wanted to. There may

also have been moments when we couldn't dig deeper into the questions,

due to lack of interview experience. We also understand that after 67
years since the war ended, the memories of the people have become

somewhat uncertain.
Even so, it will be a great joy for us if this booklet and the thoughts of

the witnesses reach to all our readers.

Alex Maralit, whose father was killed by the Japanese when he was 9,

graciously sent us these words.

Let's burn the bridges behind us and now build a Bridge For Peace.
Alex Maralit 2010.11

These kind words gave us strength, but at the same time, we feel that

as Japanese, we must take precaution not to let ourselves take advantage

of the kindness of the Filipinos. The Filipino victims gave us so many

kind, warm words and gave us a lot of support for our interview work.

We were even told by those who remembered the events that "it was all a

thing of the past". But we feel that as Japanese, we cannot afford to forget

the lessons of the past and that the past must be faced and acknowledged

with sincerity.
Bridge For Peace believes that in order to create a future without war,

the first step must be to acknowledge the past with candor. As a practical

example, we are currently planning workshops to hold all around Japan

to discuss past wars and how to shape the future.

As of December 2011, Bridge For Peace had given out 155 workshops
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in front of 7917 audience participants. We plan to continue spreading out

advocacy towards schools with strong determination to "never forget".

We believe that accepting and acknowledging the past doings of our

country, listening to the words of the people who experienced them first

hand, and to ensure that these mistakes never occur again is what we,

the post-war generation of Japan can do. We will continue forwarding our

activities with a firm belief that this will open the road towards peace and
reconciliation.

Bridge For Peace (BFP) started as a group to bring Filipino
war survivors and Japanese ex-soldiers closer by listening

Video Message to and recording their Stories and creating a video message
to exchange between them. Currently we are expanding our
activities to China and the Korean Peninsula.

We create opportunities to "discuss wars of the past and on how
Workshop	 to Shape the future" through workshops where different ideas

meet and synergy is created by all participating members.

We work to develop connections for people across all generations
1

	 For Peace. and borders, to build a bridge between Asian nations and the' Bridg e or

	

	 wider world and acknowledge our Past, Today, and the Future
so that we may create a peaceful society without war.
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We record messages from war survivors
and acknowledge our past through workshops.

To prepare for the future,
what we must do today

is to build a bridge between Japan and
the rest of Asia

and bring together those
who experienced the war

with the generation of tomorrow.

Aft-
BRIDGE FOR PEACE
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We have striven for the utmost care and precision in this booklet. However,
if you felt any of the descriptions or vocabulary used were inappropriate or offensive,
please let your comments known to office@bridgeforpeace.jp .

-office@bridgeforpeace.jp

• Interview Director: Tatsunori Shinozuka
• Tour Participants:

2010 Chitose Kato, Tatsunori Shinozuka, Naoko Jin, Mayumi Fukutani
2011 Kotaro ltabashi, Yukako lbuki, Kuniko Okubo, Yumiko Saito, Tatsunori Shinozuka, Naoko Jin, Toru

Fukubayashi
• Transcribe: Yukako Ibuki, Kuniko Okubo, Yumiko Saito
• Translators:

Tagalog to Japanese:Sumire Usui, Chika Nihei, Maria Monet Tada
Japanese to English: Nikki Tsukamoto Kininmonth
English to Japanese: Kuniko Okubo, Naoko Jin

• Editing Support: Kuniko Okubo, Minji Kim,Yuki Natsui
• Cover Image: Tetsuya Endo
• Publisher: Neoko Jin

Publishing and Planning: Bridge For Peace
http://bridgeforpeace.jp
Address: Mailbox No.10, 4-2-24 Hiroo, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 150-0012 (Until Aug, 2012(
TEL:+81 -80-4439-5500
FAX:+81 -50-3322-7486
Email : office@bridgeforpeace.jp
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